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shrinks from co-operation with other manufacturers—char-
acterizes the first stage.    The ' disciplined industrial com-
munity ',  in which the   employer  becomes   a   ' federated
employer' and merges his individuality into an ' economic
co-operative existence ', characterizes the second stage.    Yet
though modern Germany has furnished the classic examples
of cartels, she was not the original home of the system,
which can be traced back far beyond  nineteenth-century
capitalism.    A cartel in the English coal industry came into
being at the close of the Middle Ages and survived into
the last century.    It was a highly-organized type of trade
association, which exhibited all the principal devices of a
controlled  market  and  a   rigid  monopoly:    it  restricted
membership,   fixed prices,   limited  output,   assigned  each
member a percentage of the output, and exacted  contri-
butions to a ' pool ' to penalize those who exceeded their
allotted quota and to subsidize those who fell short of it.
At the distributing end of the coal trade the London market
was exploited by combinations in every grade of middlemen
through whose hands the commodity passed.    Nor did the
difficulties of communication, on which historians are apt to
lay undue stress, daunt the London coal merchants :   they
instituted a system of intelligence by which they knew
whether supplies at Newcastle were plentiful or scarce, and
whether a coal fleet was at sea or held back by contrary winds,
and they used their knowledge to  ' rig '  the market and
manipulate  prices.    The  iron  and  copper industries  also
reveal the prevalence of ' rings ', which determined prices
and regulated supplies.    Ironmasters in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries entered into price agreements which
eliminated competition in the purchase of raw materials or
in the sale of their products:   these compacts sometimes
included a ' pool'.    Similarly, the companies engaged in the
copper industry avoided competition in the buying of copper
ore, as well as in the price and quantity of goods which they
placed on the market.    Merchant importers themselves were
not always in a position to shift the import duties on to
the buyers, since the latter collaborated to beat down their
prices.    Those who traded in provisions  furnish  parallel

